
Communication	  in	  medicine
Survey	  at	  WCLC	  2016



Description

Participants (doctors)	  at	  the World	  Congress of Lung	  Cancer	  2016	  in	  Vienna	  were asked to fill in	  

an	  online	  survey using Feed2Go	  and Monkey Survey.	  

Patient	  organizations also	  distributed it to doctors,	  too.	  

27	  doctors from 18	  countries	  participated in	  the survey.	  
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• Someone who dont want to know the truth about cancer

• Talk	  about progress,	  about that we have no more oportunities to treat,	  first talk about

cancer

• Anxiety,	  time	  enough to bring	  a	  patient a	  complete explanation of what to do	  and

family pressure

• Diagnosis	  Progresion End	  of life discussion

• Denial of smoking harms,	  Language	  barrier (when english is a	  second language or not	  

spoken)	  Difficult decision making questions.	  We should do	  shared decision making but	  

sometimes the problem is the patient is overwelmed and just	  wants to be told what to

do

• Stigma	  related to cancer experience,	  Unmet cancer distress Intimacy issues

• If patients contact pathologists without prior talk to their clinicians

What are the 3	  most difficult situations in	  communication with your patients?
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• Inform bad news,	  Inform side effect,	  Inform out	  of treatment

• Bad	  prognosis by diagnosis Progression	  of disease

• Inaccurate information that patients find	  on	  the internet or social media -‐ We do	  not	  have all	  

answers that patients might expect -‐ Sometimes,	  not	  starting treatment is the better option in	  a	  

particular situation.	  That's always difficult.

• Foreign patiens who doesn't understand the language -‐>communication with family member.	  	  

Aggresive patients Extremely demanding patients

• When familiar do	  not	  want that you say the truth to the patient,	  when you do	  not	  have new

treatments proposals,	  whan treatment has failed

What are the 3	  most difficult situations in	  communication with your patients?
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• Comunication with pts with Dementia

• The	  end	  of the treatment When patient is in	  poor performance status to get chemo When

smb else/my boss said to his/her	  that everything will	  be ok	  and it is NOT,	  what was	  obvious

• Telling the diagnosis Helping them with support and social issues Discussing the end	  of life

options an	  treatment

• Acceptance of diagnosis Lack	  of therapeutic success QOL	  issues

• Non-‐compliant pts,	  telling no more specific treatment can be offered,	  young non-‐smokers

• Bad	  prognosis,	  Young	  patients,	  Relatives	  extremely worried

• No therapies availble for diseaese progression.	  That therapies existing in	  other country are not	  

available for burocratic issues.	  Not	  acceptation for death or disease by patient or family

• When a	  patient has a	  different	  expectation about goal of treatment to what i	  believe it to be

When a	  patient wants therapy that is not	  publically funded.

What are the 3	  most difficult situations in	  communication with your patients?
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• Dealing with poor prognosis,	  dealing with limited	  treatment efficacy,	  dealing with limited	  

understanding

• Patient	  comes to oncologist with no information on	  disease,Patients and relatives	  who do	  

not	  trust the physician,	  are convinced that the medical service is bad

Patients who demand treatments which are not	  suitable for their disease (e.g.	  targeted

drugs when not	  indicated)	  progression of the disease,	  palliative	  care,	  not	  able to prescribe

effective drugs

• telling them about progression,	  discussing about bad prognosis,	  discussing about patient

refusing the proposed treatment

• Understanding	  disease,	  compliance,	  depression

• explanation if diagnostic procedures takes longer time,	  explanation when progression of

desease is verified,	  discussion about social problems

What are the 3	  most difficult situations in	  communication with your patients?
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What are the 3	  most difficult situations in	  communication with your patients?

• Overload of information that patients acquire from web,  which results in  self diagnosis.  

This  phenomenon creates a  lot of stress  on  doctor-patient  communication since people

come to a  clinic with certain expectations.  Patients have hard time  or are unwilling to

clearly communicate their problems due  to their belief  that problems will  disappear their

own if ignored.  Relatives  of the patient getting involved in  the diagnosis and treatment

excessively causing miscommunication and information distortion.
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What are the biggest hurdles to effective patient-‐clinician communication?

• To find	  the right communication way

• Time

• Time

• Time	  Knowing how to Understanding	  the patients needs

• Time	  to completely converse and answer all	  of their questins

• Cancer	  diagnosis non-‐disclosure No protocols in	  place for breaking bad news Health literacy issues

• Inteligence

• Family	  or friends

• Time	  is always an	  issue,	  so	  many questions to be answered,	  too little time

• Explaining difficult info on	  a	  way the patient understands it,	  miscommunication,	  internet

• Time

• Lack	  of confidence on	  the patients site

• Patients and caregivers knowledge about disease progress and what to expectFOCUS	  PATIENT	  LTD.	  Dec.	  2016



What are the biggest hurdles to effective patient-‐clinician communication?

• Sufficient time

• Patients with a	  need for a	  translator Pts with cognitive problems

• Patient's vision of their disease belonging from web.	  The	  frenetic rythms of work

• Lack	  of time

• Having sufficient time

• Doctors fear of distressing patients

• time	  constraints in	  out-‐patient	  setting,	  bad organization.	  Most	  physicians do	  not	  devote	  time	  for

communication

• time

• both personal	  caracteristics

• lack	  of time

• time

• Clinicians do	  not	  have enough time	  for each patient due	  to large	  patient/clinician ratio.FOCUS	  PATIENT	  LTD.	  Dec.	  2016



How do	  you diagnose that your patient-‐clinician communication is effective?

• Feedback

• There is less diagnosis

• During the following consults I,ll learn from my patient how he	  understood the situation and with that,	  the

anxiety will	  slow down

• I	  try to ask my patients

• Have them repeat what we spoke about

• Using a	  stepwise and individualized approach.	  Fostering questions from patients'	  side using the Inventory of

Patient	  Information	  Needs

• Very effective

• Expression

• When next visits go on	  without going back	  to initial	  patient program

• By the number of questions that come back	  at	  the patient's next visit
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How do	  you diagnose that your patient-‐clinician communication is effective?

• Always ask the patient if she/he	  understands everything.	  Patients are happy	  to come

• Looking in	  the eyes of the patient

• When the patient does not	  seek second opinion,	  but	  of course reasons for that can be also	  different	  (rarely)

• Subjectivley regarding the type	  and amount of questions

• Ability to address all	  relevant	  questions from the patient

• Nurses often pick	  up if pts has lotsof unanswered q.	  Pts can ask relevant	  questions to the information given

• When patients feels comfort after	  they spoke with me.

• By asking patient if he	  has understood what i've said during communication

• Informal	  feedback from patients and family Reflective practice

• Ask the patient to explain what he	  knows

• Mutual	  understanding
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How do	  you diagnose that your patient-‐clinician communication is effective?

• the trust of the patient

• by open	  talk

• with compliance

• patient is psychologically ready for treatment

• Communication	  is effective when patient is fully involved in	  conversation and ask questions to the clinician.
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YES;	  19;	  70%

NO;	  4;	  15%

DON'T	  KNOW;	  4;	  15%

Are	  you interested in	  the art of communication in	  medicine?	  N=27
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